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Setting the scene 

The research 
 

– An evaluation of Auckland’s intensification policies 
 

– Auckland Council and University of Auckland  
 

– In part, a follow up of research undertaken in 2000/2001 
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Presentation Notes
The researchA critical evaluation of housing intensification strategies and urban growth policies in AucklandMore specifically the project assessed three mdh transit-oriented housing developments located near public transport routes in Onehunga, Albany and WaitakereThe project was funded and supported by Auckland Council. In particular, Regan Solomon , the team leader of the Built Environment in the Council’s Research Investigations  and Monitoring Unit, acted as an advisor on the project.In terms of UOA staff, Prof Errol Haarhoff from Architecture and Planning at the UOA , and coordinator of the Urban Design Programmed at UOA acted as the Principal Investigator for the project. Professor Jenny Dixon, Dean of the National Institute of Creative Arts and Industries , also contributed to the project, along with  Professor Laurence Murphy  from Property, Lee Beattie from Architecture and Planning, and myself , a sociologist and housing researcher based with the Transforming Cities team at UOA.An important addition to this team was  Associate Professor Ann Dupuis , a sociologist from the  School of People, Environment and Planning here at Massey University , joined the team, and provided a crucial role in linking this project to a previous project undertaken by Massey University back in 2000 – 2001, which included research into the experiences of residents  living in mdh in Ambrico Place�The broad aim of this current project was to find out what lessons can be learnt from the developments  in Onehunga, Albany and New Lynn to help shape Auckland’s future growth strategy. With predictions indicating that Auckland will need more than 170,000 new households by 2026, then an affordable, good quality housing is imperative, not only for those already living in Auckland, but  in order to attract a good migrant workforce. Higher density housing developments, located close to public transport hubs, are a key strategy used to prevent suburban sprawl and achieve more sustainable urban development. International experience suggests that market and consumer resistance to high density lifestyles is problematic and can undermine the success of growth management strategies. This project examines whether recent transit-oriented housing developments in Auckland are meeting the resistance found elsewhere, and the extent to which this may be a problem in meeting urban sustainability objectives. This research is part-funded by the Auckland Council and will be used as a basis for policy advice to the Council on its urban growth strategies.



A critical evaluation of housing intensification strategies and 
urban growth policies in Auckland: the team 





Setting the scene 

The Place – New Lynn 
 

– Revitalisation 
 

– Chinese population in New Lynn 
 

– WCC mention of a possible Chinatown 
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Presentation Notes
2006 Census LynnMall census area 61 % Asian Higher % in APOne fifth pakeha next highest group



Greater Auckland 



New Lynn township, Auckland 
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NZ’s first shopping mall 1963



Setting the scene 

The Space – Ambrico Place 
 

 

– Nine developments 
 

– 45 in-depth interviews with residents who identified as Chinese 
 

– 64% owner-occupiers / 36% renters 
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Ambrico Place, New Lynn 







Setting the theme  

 
Understanding the embodied, situated and 
affective nature of migrant of experiences in NZ 

 

• Ontological security 

• Sense of belonging 

• Participation and inclusion 
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Presentation Notes
Following Giddens, ontological security can be described as the confidence we have in our sense of self and in the constancy of our social and material environments. 



The question 

 
  
 How well has our host society recognised and 

supported the legitimacy and rights of Chinese 
migrants in Ambrico Place, to make this place 
their ‘home’?  
 

 
 
 



The findings 

• A pass / fail / could do better score card 



Findings – services and public transport – pass   



Findings – Ambrico Place amenities  pass   











Findings – community      pass   



Security/parking    could do better  
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Presentation Notes
Figures on safetyCar parking



The leaky building syndrome   fail 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The shroud of the leaky building syndrome



 
Body corporate management companies  fail 

• BC - an important part ‘getting on’ together in 
intensive living environments 

• Previous research major problems with BCMCs 
• Participants had relatively poor understanding of 

their function and operation 
• Major communication issues 

 
 “No one speaks Chinese … we can’t be involved in the decision 

making processes”. 

 

 



Experiences of Chinese residents in Ambrico Place: 
the agonies, the ecstasies, and the ironies   

• How well have Chinese migrants been recognised and 
supported in their endeavours to make Ambrico Place their 
‘home’?  
 

• The agonies – LBS and poor communication  
 

• The ecstasies – New Lynn and Ambrico Place amenities 
 

• The ironies: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall TLAs have shown an increased awareness and understanding of the importance of place and home - NL – festivals, amenities, services and so on. 80% particpants satisfied with public spaces and placesGenerally participants referred to feeling at home – nearly three quarters said they felt part of the community



Irony 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area entitled Ambrico Place – strong Mediterranean theme particyklarly in Tuscany Towers – even the name Ambrico sounds italianOf course it’s not – it’s a reference to an earliers identity as a brick company the Amalgamated brick Company – Chinese community



Irony 2 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lake Side Terraces – no lake in sight – and the only terraces are other terraced houses



Irony 3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The demise of Tuscany Towers – the first development build – by far the highest price - and the most sought after. Aspects of it caused agony for owners – the virulent damage of LBS



Irony 4 

Medium density housing Long-term aspirations 
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